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Addiction



When a woman is killed in what looks like a carjacking, the CSIs talk to her husband, the oldest of the three brothers who run their lucrative family business. However, when it is revealed that the victim had a gambling addiction that could have bankrupted the company, the team must follow the evidence to find the killer. Meanwhile, Alexx hires a recovering alcoholic as a body hauler and must investigate when he is accused of stealing from the dead.
Quest roles:
Jonathan Togo(Ryan Wolfe), Brian Poth(Tyler Jenson), Boti Bliss(Maxine Valera), Dan Cortese(Sal Coleman), Robert Knepper(Freddy Coleman), Holly Valance(Kay Coleman), José Solano(Enrique), Matthew Marsden(Morgan Coleman), Erinn Bartlett(Julie), Avery Kidd Waddell(Derek Roddison), Joseph Kell(Medical Examiner Glenn Monroe), Greg Dohanic(Foster), Grace Renn(Lisa), Onaje Gittens(Officer William Dean)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 December 2004, 22:00
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